SAVERIO LUCARIELLO
Minimal Tragic
8 April - 27 May 2005
opening Thursday 7 April 2005

Three
...We kept pounding our brains on the rocks of logic and metaphysics and we
realized...Still smarting from the well spread bruises... that the efforts of this
hammering on reality leads us to breaks generating new knowledge...yow...the
exhaustion...ooh-la...the effort...yow...pains bringing novelties and a genuine new
theoretical force which is undeniably the confrontation between the still image and
the moving image...we thus come up against one of contemporary culture's major
problematics...yesss...ahhhh....it is thus..ooh...yesss...edifying and majestic...our
adherence and adaptation to lightning quick change allows us to interrogate in a
dialectically fruitful way that which within the still image signifies the moving
image and that which mobility undoubtedly owes to stability...all while maintaining
the static position of attention...ohhhh...the delights of shifting gears....uhhuh...stopping and starting...uh-yeah...moving so fast without wasting this new
energy which finally allows us to move quickly towards things...and then become
transfixed by the vegetation...for example....and to claim the idea of motion...
yeah...yeah...the wind blowing through our air.

Saverio Lucariello

JEFF LADOUCEUR
8 April - 27 May 2005
opening Thursday 7 April 2005

Jeff Ladouceur lives in Vancouver, but most of the time in a strange country: the world of
his drawings. A populated place of cloudy friends, mounds of babies and elephants,
characters with body parts in shape of spaghetti and bold heads. A walk in a hybrid, absurd
and comic landscape like our memories of comic strip, but with the precision and the
patience of the famous engravers of the 16th century.
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